However, this will be done in the more general case where the limit in (*) exists in the sense of Schwartz distributions and defines a generalized function f(x). In this case, we pass from f(x) to its analytic representation /(*) = 7T~ (/Mi-)> ^^supp/, 27TI \ X -Z I and then relate the singularities of f(z) to those of g(t).
Introduction.
In an earlier paper [5] Z. Nehari devised a technique to locate the singular points of the function oo 1
(1.1) f(t) = Tf(n)Pn(t), |í + l| + |í-l|<-+a,
by relating them to the singular points of the associated power series
linirc-xx, ]f(n)]x/n = 1/a < 1, and Pn(t) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n.
It was shown that f(t) has a singular point at t -to if and only if g(z) has one at z = z0 where t0 = \(zq + 1/zo), t0 ^ ±1.
This result has been generalized in a number of different ways. For example, in [3] , R. Gilbert replaced the Legendre polynomials in (1.1) by the Jacobi polynomials Pna'ß)(t) (Pn°'0)(t) = Pn(t)), while in [7] , G. Walter relaxed the restriction on {f(n)}%L0 so that lim"^oo \f(n)]l^n = 1-in the latter case, the series (1. 1) does not converge in the classical sense, nevertheless, it was shown that it converges in the sense of Schwartz distributions to a generalized function f(t) and that the singularities of the analytic representation f(t) of f(t) can be related to the singularities of g(z) as in Nehari's result.
Another generalization was developed in [8] , where the discrete Legendre transform (1.3) was replaced by the continuous Legendre transform
where P\(t) is the Legendre function with continuous parameter A which reduces to Pn(t) if A is a nonnegative integer n. It was shown that the analogue of (1.1), i.e.,
has a singular point at t = to if and only if the analogue of (1.2), i.e., (1.6) 9(z)=J~e-*xf(\-^)d\, has one at z = zo where io = 2(eZ° + e~z°). The purpose of this paper is not only to extend the results of [8] to the continuous Jacobi transform but also to the case where the integral in (1.5) converges in the sense of Schwartz distributions to a generalized function f(t). More precisely, we shall replace the Legendre function in (1.5) by the Jacobi function and relax the convergence of the integral in (1.5) so that f(t) will merely exist as a generalized function. We then relate the singularities of its analytic representation f(t) to those of g(z) given in (1.6).
Preliminaries.
In this section, we introduce some of the formulas and notation that will be used in the sequel and refer the reader to [2, 6, 9, 10] for more details.
Let a, ß > -1, A G R, and A + a + 1 ^0, -1, -2,_Then the Jacobi function Pjf*'(x) of the first kind is given by
where 2Fi (a, b; c; z) is the hypergeometric function. When A is a nonnegative integer n, Pna ' (x) becomes the Jacobi polynomial of degree n.
Then it is easy to show that
where (2.5) n(X) = -X(X + a + ß + l).
Moreover, we have the following recurrence relation:
The Jacobi function of the second kind is defined by In [9] , we showed that when provided with the topology generated by the seminorms {lk,c}, Ma,ß becomes a Fréchet space whose dual )l*^ is a subspace of D*(L), the space of Schwartz distributions defined on I. Since Px' '(x) € Xa,ß, we can define the continuous Jacobi transform F^a'^(X) of f(x) € M* ß by (2.13) F^0HX) = ¿^(Hx), Px{a'0)(x)). Moreover, if 4>(x) e C°°(I), then
£-0+ J_00 I J (see [1] ).
3. Analytic representation for elements of M* ß. Proposition 3.1. Let f(t) e X*tß and set (3.1) f{a'0Ht) = (i-t)a(i + t)0f(t).
Then, (i) the analytic representation f^a'0\z) of f^a'0\t) is well defined; (ii) in addition to that, if the support of f(t) is contained in (-1,1) , then f(a'ß)(z) has the representation Upon applying the operator ££ to both sides of (2.8) and using (2.4), we obtain (3.6) a (ft -g?o+ ')') ■ ¿ hgC^^qq^t.,) < o.
for any nonnegative integer fc. The series in (3.6) converges in view of (2.5), (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11). From (2.10), (2.12), and (3.6), we deduce that
ik,c (-~--J < co which proves (3.5).
(ii) Let From (2.14), it follows that since f(t) has support in (-1,1), then so does fn(t) for all n. Moreover, supp /" Ç supp / for all n.
Let \(t) G D(L) such that x(t) = 1 on some neighborhood of the support of f(t).
Then, by Corollary 5.1 in [9] and (2.14), we have H*J)(*\ = _L lim / H°.ß)(t\ J-\ = -L lim / H°'0)(* XW i™ fna'0)(z) = -. lim <fn°'W(t),--) = -lim (/r^(i),, n^oo ¿m n->oo \ t -Z / 2m n-»oo \ Í -0 I K<*,ß)n\ X(t) \ _ J_/ Hcß)IA _J_\ _ f(a,ß)( which, together with (3.10), implies (3.2).
The convergence of the integral in (3.2) as described above can be seen from (2.16) and (2.11). Q.E.D. 4 . The singularity theorem. Throughout the rest of this paper, we shall assume that a + ß = 0. To prove the main result of this paper which is Theorem 4.1, we need the following lemma. PROOF. First, we prove the lemma for J(t,z). From (4.1), we obtain that which upon using (2.6) (for a + ß = 0) yields (4.9) g(t)= / e~txF(a'0)(X)dA Jo has a singularity at either the point t = to or t = to where Zq = \(eto + e to) and t0 € (-Mr, wr).
PROOF. The main idea of the proof is to construct two integral operators; one to map f(z) into ç;(i) and the other to map g(t) into f^a'0\z), then apply Hadamard's argument. First, let us observe that g(t) is analytic in Re í > 0 as can be seen from (4.9) and (2.16). Since Px ' '(x)/T(X + a + 1) is an entire function in A-in fact, it is of exponential type tt-it follows from (2.13) that F(a'0\X)/T(X + a + 1) is also of exponential type n. By Theorem 33 of Chapter 1 in [4] , g(t) is analytic in |i| > 7T and where 7 is any contour containing the disc |i| < it.
By combining (3.2) and (4.10), we obtain
for |c| sufficiently small so that Reí > In |c| for all t € 7, where z and c are related as in (2.11).
Going in the other direction, we combine (4.9), (2.13), and (2.18) to obtain (4.12) 1 fOO 1 rf«) = ¿J e-tx(f(x),Pla'0)(x))dA = l-(f(x),J(t,x))
Now we apply Hadamard's argument to continue both (4.11) and (4.12) analytically beyond their initial domains of definition. For example, if we deform the contour 7 in (4.11) in such a way that no singularity of the integrand crosses over 7, the integral remains unchanged. Keeping this in mind, we now let z move in the 2-plane and deform the contour, if necessary, to avoid having any singularity of the integrand cross over the contour. This process can be continued until we have a singularity of the integrand threatening to cross over the contour 7 and it is no longer possible to deform 7 to avoid it. This happens whenever 7 becomes trapped between a singularity of g(t) and a singularity of L(t,z), i.e., whenever g(t) and L(t,z) have a common singular point. Since, by Corollary 4.1, the only possible singularities of L(t, z) are at z = ±1 and z -|(e* + e_t), it follows that if g(t) has a singularity at t = to or í = ío, then /("'"' (2) may have one at z = ±1 and zo = \(eto + e~'°).
With a slight modification [7, p . 1411], we can apply the same argument to (4.12) to conclude that if f(z) has a singularity at z = zq, then g(t) may have one at í = í0 or í = í0 where zq = \(eto + e~to). The fact that f(z), f^a'^(z) have the same singularities and that these singularities are in (-1,1) completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
